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Letter from the Editor

Zoe’s Letter

W

elcome to
the second
issue of this
year ’s Make
Dove Not War
Magazine! We hope you enjoy
each of the following pages, as we
have carefully crafted each one to
enrich your experience of thi s at
times challenging term.
We’ve included a horoscope to
help you find your future, some of
our fave snapshots of the Senior
Ball, and a few text-heavier pages
that are an attempt to spread the
word about some of the great
initiatives students are taking at
Kristin (they’re entertaining too,
we promise!)

minutes.
I think that we often tend to forget
so much of the behind-the-scenes
expenditure; the brainstorming,
the drafts edited, the drawn-out
process and hours of effort, all
for a single product. In MDNW,
we hope to provide an insight
into some of this development,
because it really is fascinating, and
provides a greater appreciation
of the experiences around us.
Our unique position as a bythe - students -for-the - students
publication allows us to impart
special insights into the inner
workings of our community to
deepen your connection to our
school.

Creating and editing this
magazine, for me, has been
an eye-opening experience into
getting a grasp of the many hours
of work that go into creating
something that can be all too
easily skim-read in a matter of

This concept of seemingly invisible
industry certainly is true within
school life. An experience that
has really prompted my thought
on this issue is, in my final year of
school, witnessing some interesting
interactions between teachers

about their classroom planning
and methods, which are aspects
of their work that I’ve never
thought about critically before, yet
perfectly exemplify this concept of
concealed consideration and care
that I believe really deserves more
recognition.
Ye t , w e c a n a l s o a p p l y t h i s
thinking to other aspects of our
lives. Developing an appreciation
for the resources, content, and
experiences around us helps to
both treasure the opportunities we
are presented with, and provides
satisfaction and purpose for those
who put the effort in when no-one
else is watching.
So, in the next couple of crazy
terms - some of our last - set
aside some time to step back
and truly value the hidden work
surrounding us; maybe someone
will be watching your efforts too!
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O

ne of the traditional highlights of the school
year, this season’s Ball was no exception.
It kicked off with an exquisite descent into
the venue from an escalator - as if one was
about to announce a bid for president - and continued to
deliver from there onwards. There were a variety of absolutely
stunning dresses and a (much smaller) variety of very smart

BALL.
HAVE FUN
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suits and such an event provided a perfect opportunity to
exhibit personal style - there were high heels, top hats, rosepattern suits and purple hair. Of course, all of this effort
required documentation, and luckily there were multiple
photographers to help us achieve the perfect ‘gram - a total
of 5038 photos were taken for those of you keeping track!

The only disappointment was when the clock struck 12 and
it came to an end, forcing everyone to go home to bed ;).
Overall a great time was had by all, and so that you can
remember this awesome night forever without having to go
through each and every picture, we’ve taken the leisure of
compiling this collection of some of the ball’s best photos.
Enjoy!

ENJOY IT!
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Fair Trade Team

20
18

ROOTS
&SHOOTS

H

ave you ever thought about buying
environmentally friendly products? Do you want
to help improve the lives of those less fortunate
than us? Then the Roots & Shoots club is for you.
This quick introduction will help you to understand the direction
we are taking to achieve the two goals mentioned above, and
will give you a new level of the understanding to the Roots &
Shoots Club.
Roots & Shoots is a Kristin school club organized by Ms
Wakeford and Mrs Hobson for promoting a green lifestyle
and for helping to develop a better environment. It consists of
4 major teams that are currently working in different areas.
There is the Waste and Management Team, Fair Trade Team,
Endangered Species Team, and the Red Cross Team. Curious
about what they are doing? Let’s have a look together!

Fair Trade Club is 're-inventing' itself this year with the focus
of trying to encourage the Kristin community to think ethically,
follow their conscience, and purchase fairly produced clothes,
items or food. We aim to increase awareness of how much
workers and farmers in developing communities can benefit
from us buying fair trade products, as well as trying to dispel
the view that it costs too much to buy fair trade products. So
ultimately we want Kristin School to follow the motto of buying
'conscience free'.
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Red Cross Team
We, the Kristin Red Cross Team is aimed to support refugees, who flee into New Zealand due to problems like war and persecution in their
own countries. We have organised and participated in many fundraising projects throughout the year. Our next goal is to raise awareness
of the struggles that refugees face when they come into New Zealand.

Endangered Species
Hi! We are the Endangered Species Team!
The future of New Zealand’s most vulnerable species is
uncertain - nearly 4000 of our Indigenous species are in
danger of being lost!
Our aim is to raise awareness and to help animals and plants
that are in danger of extinction.
So far this year, we have raised money for the NZ Endangered
Species Foundation through the Family Picnic, and by selling
Endangered Animal postcards which the Junior School students
had designed. We also visited the North Shore Bird Lady and
had encounters with penguins, owls, wood pigeons and many
more! Currently, we are running a petition for the Hector’s
Dolphins that died because of commercial fishing nets.
If you are interested in joining us (we have our own badge!),
please email Polly: 40810@kristin.school.nz *Can be used
for CAS ;)

Waste Management Team
You may have noticed the flash, new recycling bins littered
about the school, along with that twee little paper recycling bin
in your Maths class—which, much to our disappointment, few
students use. This has been achieved as part of the work of the
indefatigable Roots & Shoots Waste Management Team (it’s
got a nice ring to it, I know). We’ve been striving to bolster our
school’s waste disposal system, as we feel it’s rather silly that
Kristin lags behind so many other kiwi schools in this arena.
Obviously, this is a long-term goal—one that will see many a
student pass through the strangely unwavering place that is
Kristin. We only ask that each one of these students (that’s you
as well!) pay a little thought to his or her contribution to making
Kristin a cleaner, greener place. I’ll finish with a little statistic
garnered through one of our waste audits: Did you know that
approximately 52% of Kristin’s waste is non-recyclable. Could
you venture to change that glad wrap that holds your lunchtime sandwich to a reusable plastic container?
Regards, the Recycling Hero.
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QUIZ.
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Q1

I do not need others praise.

Q11

I rarely cry during sad movies.

Q2

I would prefer a class in mathematics to a
class in pottery.

Q12

I plan my life logically.

Q3

I never show up late.

Q13

I need a creative outlet.

Q4

I don't bother to the read instructions
before I start putting something together.

Q14

I make decisions based on facts, not
feelings.

Q5

I could not live in a mess.

Q15

I make a mess of things.

Q6

I am totally random.

Q16

I get stressed out easily.

Q7

I like working with words.

Q17

I am romantic.

Q8

I behave in a businesslike manner.

Q18

I prize logic above all else.

Q9

I come up with something new.

Q19

I often forget to put things back in
their proper place.

Q20

I am calm even in tense situations.

Q10

I am not easily disturbed by events.

Instructions
For each statement, fill in the blank provided with a number between
1-5 based on how much you agree with the statement. For example, if
you agree completely put down a five in the empty space, if you entirely
disagree, put down a one. If you are neutral or unsure put down a 3.

Scoring Instructions Take the values for the test form
and move them into the two equations below.
A = __ (Q1) + __ (Q2) + __ (Q3) + __ (Q5) + __ (Q8) +
__ (Q10) + __ (Q11) + __ (Q12) + __ (Q14) + __ (Q18)
+ __ (Q20) = _____
B = __ (Q4) + __ (Q6) + __ (Q7) + __ (Q9) + __ (Q13)

RANGE

RESULTS

20 - 55

Left - brained ( more logical)
mathematics and Science suited

56 - 64

No clear preference

65 - 100

Right - brained ( More creative)
artsy and creative

+ __ (Q15) + __ (Q16) + __ (Q17) + __ (Q19) = _____

Compute the values for A and B then put them into
the equation below.
X = 66 - _____ + _______ = (A) (B)

X is your final score. It should be between 20 and
100. Higher scores indicate more right-brained
thinking. Lower scores indicate left-brained thinking.
If you want to categorize yourself, you can use the
table below.
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The fifth moon of Mordor in your
Jupiter house means today is the perfect
day for you take advantage of celestial
radiations that will settle in the third axis
of Neptune’s house of air. Understand?
Good, because it’s like, vitally important
that you get that. Lives are at stake.
Also stop pretending to understand things
that you don’t. You think when you smile
and nod that nobody can tell that you don’t
know what’s going on. Everybody can tell.

A pollo

According to the sun rising in your
second house, you are a person. You often
wear clothes. You really like some kinds of
food, but hate others. Often, after being
awake for many hours, you get tired and
need to sleep. Based on that accurate
profile, believe me when I say that the stars
are telling me that you WILL travel this
week. There will definitely be some kind of
journey from one place to another place.

HOROIn fact, today you will find yourself in a very

SCOPE
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difficult or very fantastic position involving
a family member or person who has a
face.
So, be ready for that.

S aturn

OMG! You know that barista who
you’ve been making eyes with in the
mornings? The one who always puts a little
smiley face next to your name because they
obviously reciprocate your feelings of love
and sexy tingles?
They ’re part of an Internet group that
believes the earth is flat. And they can’t
decide how they feel about vaccinations.
So … just sit with that for a while, I guess.
Also, stop being so paranoid. Conspiracies
are silly and almost never true. But if you
insist on worrying, wear a frangipani
pinned to your shirt for the next seven days
and avoid the number 127. I can’t really
explain – it’s stars stuff. But trust me, that
will protect you.

M ariner

There’s an old fable about a goat
and a blind chicken walking down a long
and winding path in the woods. They come
to a fork in the path, and argue about the
virtues of a life without bathwater. Then the
goat goes home to eat cold raisin toast.
Keep that in mind when faced with the
biggest decision of your life this week.
Also, if you see someone with a frangipani
pinned to their shirt, point at them and
repeatedly scream out the number “127” in
horror. Then run away as fast as you can. I
don’t have time to explain. Just do it.
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Choose your wrapper, and cut it into two rectangular
shapes for the front and back of the pencil case.
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2

Turn it over and start to cover the back with duct tape and
cut any tape that may be hanging over the edge.

DIY.

Material:
Snack wrappers, Scissors,
Duct tape (any colour/
pattern you’d like), Zipper,
Stapler

DO IT
YOURSELF!
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3

Turn it back over so the front is facing you and place your
zipper upside down on the top of the bag as shown.

4

Staple the zipper to the bag. Try and make the line of
staples as straight as you can.

5

Flip the bag back over and fold the staples down and
place a piece of duct tape over the staples to secure
them.

6

Fold your bag in half so the inside of the bag is facing
out and so the zipper is lined up with the top. Make sure
to unzip the zipper.

7

Staple the zipper to the other side of the bag like we did
before. Turn the bag over and, again, fold the staples
over and place a piece of duct tape over them to secure.

8

Put a piece of duct tape over the staples and fold it over
to the other side.

9

Flip it inside out! Be VERY careful and go slow!

10

That’s it! You just made an awesome pencil pouch/make
up bag/ whatever you want it to be!
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JUNIOR
SCHOOL
Interview
Q1

What is your favourite thing to do
at school?

Q5

• Drawing

• Doctor or a vet

• Painting
• Art
• I like to read because i like the pictures because
my grandpa is an artist

• JOJO SIWA
• Policeman to catch the bad guys
• Nothing
• Frog!!!!
• Someone who makes devices and sells them to
people and then keeps some for themselves

• Play music on the speakers

Q2

What do u want to be when u grow
up?

What is your favourite movie?
• Lilo and stitch
• Cars 3
• Star wars

Q6

• JOJO SIWA

Q3

What game do you like to play?

Q4

What is your favourite subject? Or
what subject do u want to take
when ur older?

• Bluff! I’m the lying master!!
• The rabbit games
• Minecraft because I like to build houses
• Connect four!

• I don’t do science but i thinnk its cool
• I’d like to learn about phones and devices
• I want to learn about how to read like….some
words…
• Reading is fun!
• Math, hahahahahaah no math is stupid

What is your favourite book?
• Rainbow magic fairies
• Bella the bunny fairy
• Percy jackson
• JOJO SIWA

Q7

What does it mean to be an adult?

Q8

If you could have a superpower,
what would it be?

• Be able to teach people about math and stuff
• Go to work
• Grown ups help me
• They walk back and forth in the house and do
stuff
• Take kids to places
• You HAVE to be good at things

• Flying!
• Turn into animals, OH A MONKEY
• Super strong so I could lift up the whole world
• Lasers that come out of my eyeballs and I’d run
faster then anybody. I would be called the SUPERAMAZING-BOY
• Reading reeaaallllly good
• ALL OF THE POWERS

S
Make Dove Not War -
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Interview

Answer 2

Q1

What do you want to do
when you grow up?

Q2

What is your favourite book
to read?

Q3

What is your favorite
subject to do?

Q4

What is your favorite
movie?

Answer 1
1. I want to be an architect
2. Mao’s Last Dance would be my favorite book I guess
3. To be honest I don’t like any of the subjects I do but I guess
English
4. I don’t know really, there's too many movies to choose
from
5. Levitation for sure
6. To be independent and responsible and lots of taxes.
7. Browse the internet
8. Playing handball

A
- Vol.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Working behind the scenes of the media industry
Holding up the universe
Classics is a favourite
The greatest showman for sure!
To be invisible that way I could do anything without anyone
judging me
6. To be independent and responsible
7. Read and listen to music really
8. I would rather throw myself of a building than remember
senior school

Answer 3
1. Hmm not 100% sure but I want to do something that helps
people!
2. Hard to choose from! I enjoy thrillers and crime novels!
3. Either Drama or History!
4. Kingsman maybe?
5. To have control of time
6. Responsibilities! Lots of responsibilities
7. Go out with friends
8. Creating strong friendships!

Answer 4
1. Be a doctor and a comic book artist
2. I never read the same book twice, I like action / adventure
but Harry Potter I guess
3. History
4. Spirited away
5. Turning into any animal I touch
6. Pain fear and taxes that’s what it means to be an adult
7. Memes on pinterest
8. When senior school ends I’m just going to run into a brick
wall and hope I get amnesia but i made some good friends

A
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Dear Aunt Agatha,

How many MORE pairs of crocs do I need to buy to get my crush to
like me?
Sincerely,
Lonely Fashion Lover.

A

fter extensive research on our end, I think the
real question here is: can one ever own too
many crocs? Clearly, this is a staple piece for
everyone’s wardrobe, and if your crush is making
you doubt yourself and your fashion collection,
then maybe they aren’t the right one for you. They say that love
makes people do crazy things, and you need to consider whether
this person has unreachable expectations. Remember that you
are fabulous as you are, and the same goes for your current croc
collection. Another option is that maybe they are into different
things, and not your crocs. This might be difficult to hear, but
you need to contemplate whether your choice of shoe is actually
effective in entrancing the person of your choosing. A good
motto to remember is; if they don’t like the croc, try the sandal
and sock.

Dear Aunt Agatha,
I feel as if my parents are pressuring me into a career pathway
that I don’t want. How can I explain this to them without them
disowning me?
Sincerely,
Under Pressure.
W hile our parents’ opinions are very important, our own health
and happiness outweigh them. It is imperative to follow your
heart and choose a career that you truly want to spend the rest of
your life doing. To tell this to your parents, sit them down and tell
them honestly what your want to do, and explain that although
you value their opinion, you want to choose your own life goals.
You should consider what your future pathway is though, as
some careers can bring understandable disappointment from
your parents. Are you interested in a career being a YouTuber?

15
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What about a major in Scientology? Or even a professional
eater, aiming to be the heaviest man in the world? If you would
like to pursue any of these, then maybe it is time to reconsider
your future.

Dear Aunt Agatha,
I recently got a weekend job, and am struggling to keep up with my
schoolwork. My teachers don’t seem to understand that I work often, and
my weekend is taken up by my job, so I cannot spend both days doing
homework. How can I balance this?
Sincerely,
Stressed out.
You need to seriously consider how important your job is, and
if it’s necessary to take so many hours. Sure, it’s helpful to have
income while being a student, but you need to decide if this
outweighs getting your schoolwork done, as that will contribute
to your future. If you are really struggling, maybe talk to your
parents about this and ask if they would be Okay helping you
pay for things, such as movie tickets, so you can still go out but
don't need to stress over working too.
Stuff for website?

Dear Aunt Agatha,
Recently my younger brother had turned 13 and I can no longer bear
being in the same house as him. What do I do?
Sincerely,
Frustrated.
13 is a very difficult age, not only for him, but everyone around
as well. My best advice is to be cautious about how you speak
and act around him, such as how you'd treat a werewolf. Be
aware of only using calm and relaxed language around him,
with gentle expressions so he doesn't interpret anything as a
threat. Do not engage in arguments or physical standoffs, as
he will have increased strength at this time in his life and is a
danger to human life. My best advice is to always keep a snack
on hand to distract your brother in a time of emergency.

Dear Aunt Agatha,
At the moment I feel like there is so much pressure on me to do well in
my classes and extracurriculars, while still having time to hang out with
my friends on the weekend! I feel stuck and I’m not sure what to do?
Sincerely,
Stressed
This is such a common problem among teens, who often feel
as if they can’t balance everything they need to do. Firstly, the
bad news is you generally can’t balance everything, and you
will have to sometimes cancel plans so you can get all your
work done. Although this is difficult to do, and is disappointing
sometimes, the good news is that your friends are probably in
the same situation and will fully understand if you have to cancel
on them, just as they may have to cancel their plans with you. It’s
important then to really enjoy the time that you do get to spend
relaxing, or hanging out with friends, so when you spend time
doing school work you don’t feel as if you have been missing
out.
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Ms Brady’s Bunch

M

argaret Brady is another member of staff that we reluctantly farewell from
Kristin. While there are many students that have never actually met her, her
office has been a vital place of support and guidance to countless others.
Her role in the Enhanced Learning team has been to support students
with specialised learning needs through assessments and exams at Kristin.
From dyslexia to limited working memory, Ms Brady has seen and worked with it all, as well as
coordinating SAC (Special Assessment Conditions) for NCEA exams. This is a bigger job than we
realise; she sorts out exams timetables, readers and writers, the laptop room, extra supervisors,
students with extra time and those needing rest breaks, headphones and separate accommodation.
Her ability to empower and provide individualised support for thousands of different students with
different learning needs over the years has been the key to success for many. Ms Brady has formed
special bonds with students and staff since 2002 (as long as most of us have been alive!) The
Senior School students are much indebted to her, and we wish her all the very best in her muchdeserved retirement.

Some comments from alumni:
“Thank you so very much for everything you have done for me
over my senior school years. You are the most patient person I
have ever met! Thank you for believing in me and fighting for me.
You have been a tremendous help to not only myself, but countless
others. You are a superstar!”
“In the four years since I have graduated Kristin I can easily
say that your influence on my high school and middle school
education has been one of the most positive. While I may have
stubbornly refused help in those several years, your support
always gave me a place where I felt comfortable and understood.
Your constant efforts have resonated through so many of those
students that needed guidance. Thank you.”
“You are the most incredible, down to earth, inspiring and caring
person I have ever met. If it wasn’t for you, I don’t think I would
have completed Senior School, and you have helped me become
the person I am today. I am about to start my third year of my
Bachelor of Nursing degree, I’m getting closer to achieving my
goal of becoming a Registered Nurse and I have you to thank.
You believed in me, and I am so thankful for your support and
guidance that you gave me during my time at Kristin. Thank
you for dedicating everything to students who struggle, you have
made a huge impact on my life and I am forever grateful.”
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Tag Yourself

Meme.
Tag Yourself as a School Subject
Kristin offers a variety of subjects; some fascinating, enriching and eye-opening, and…
others that are just compulsory. If you were a school subject, which would you be? Tag
yourself and your friends!

History
Never lets go of a grudge
No useful life skills
Those hand muscles though
Probably a communist

Economics
Thinks they’re going to be the next Warren Buffett
DIAGRAMS!
Thinks they know how to make money
Always wearing a suit for some reason?

20
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T

hinks they’re a genius, probably are
Likes putting themselves through a lot of pain
Likes reminding everyone else of their pain

Geography

TAG YOURSELF MEME

Math HL /
Scholarship
Calculus

Loves colouring in
Has 50 different coloured pens in pencil case
People always bring them on road trips because
they’re the only one that can read the map
Has some opinions on physical vs human
geography

I
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Y

ear in, year out, when it comes to internationalism
Kristin is always up there with the best. This year is
no exception. The International Committee had the
honour of joining hands with UNESCO and weaving
together a night of “Peace and Harmony”, the 2018
edition of the International Peace Night. In recent years, the IPN has
become a wonderful way for the Kristin community to be immersed
in all the different cultures that exist in our school. It has given an
opportunity for international and exchange students from a wide
variety of ethnic backgrounds to share their culture and heritage with
the rest of the Kristin family in a night of bright colours, music, dance
and food. The 2018 edition was performed over two massive nights,
with all the proceeds going towards the Child poverty Action group,
a great organisation working towards improving the future of many
children in need of support. Korean dances, Chinese chants and
Japanese Taikos, numerous were the performances whose creativity
impressed the fully booked audience in the Dove theatre.
Beyond the IPN, the International committee has been entrusted
with the responsibility of welcoming and supporting International
exchange students. In the early part of this year we had students
joining us from Russia, Japan, and China; more recently joining
us have been students from Switzerland, Colombia, Italy, Austria
and Germany. Every single time, the committee arranges a series
of activities to welcome them, ranging from the beach and shops
of Takapuna to barbecues, bowling and skating in the city, and
although the initial linguistic separation can complicate the creation
of an initial connection, at the end of their stay it often turns out even
harder to say goodbye.
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The year is 2030, you hop in your car, sitting
back as it drives itself to your work where you
proceed to sit idly at your desk while a computer
analyses scores of data and prepares your report.
The office is desolate and ghostlike after your
department has been slashed by redundancies.
Outside, you are fully away of the masses who now
join the unemployment line. Or worse still, ten
years later, you are sat cowering behind a block
of rubble as society becomes subjugated under the
heel of super-intelligent AI.

MAKE DOVE
NOT WAR

P

erhaps it was these concerns that prompted David
Autor, professor of economics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, to ask in June of last year, “Is
the Robocalypse upon us?”. Certainly, these kinds
of doom-mongering notions have spurred some of
the foremost minds of our time to voice their inquietudes on the
issue, with Elon Musk calling artificial intelligence “our biggest
existential threat”, and Stephen Hawking declaring that "the
development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of
the human race”. But is the alarmism justified? Will AI increase
unemployment and exacerbate inequality, or should we embrace
it as it sweeps us towards a rapid expansion of productivity in the
next stage of a fourth industrial revolution?

BIG
Questions
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